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Biomarkers of myocardial injury 
in rats after cantharidin poisoning: 
Application for postmortem 
diagnosis and estimation 
of postmortem interval
Youyou Zhang, Yalei Yu, Jie Zhang, Chuhuai Guan, Liang Liu * & Liang Ren*

Postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury and postmortem interval estimation 
(PMI) are the challenges in forensic science. Cardiac biomarkers play an important role in the 
prediction and diagnosis of myocardial injury and can be used to determine the PMI. Based on the 
evidence, we aimed to explore the biomarkers which may be used for the postmortem diagnosis of 
cantharidin-induced myocardial injury and PMI estimation using the study of the proteins expression 
of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α by ELISA. Results of this study suggested that postmortem pathological 
changes were difficult to identify due to the autolysis of myocardium 72 h after death in cantharidin 
poisoning group. The plasma levels of TN-T and HIF-1α/TN-T are cardiac biomarkers with higher 
diagnostic accuracy for postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury, VEGF/HIF-1α 
promises to be a biomarker for PMI estimation. Further studies are needed to verify these biomarkers, 
based on population, for being a useful tool in postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced 
myocardial injury and PMI estimation.

Cantharidin poisoning is uncommon but fatal in clinical  practice1, especially in patients who irrationally used 
it for  treatment2,3 or as an  aphrodisiac3–5 and patients of accidental poisoning due to blister beetle  ingestion6–8. 
In our previous study, we found the myocardial injury induced by cantharidin is one of the most serious organ 
damages and depends on the dose and duration of  exposure3. However, many patients have no obvious poison-
ing symptoms at the early stage of cantharidin poisoning and most of them have poor prognoses once diag-
nosed as acute circulatory failure after cantharidin poisoning. In the postmortem diagnosis of myocardial injury 
after poisoning, conventional postmortem diagnostic monitoring makes use of pathological examination and 
toxicological analysis, which requires either biopsy or necropsy specimens. what is more, the histopathological 
changes were not found in some cases of acute poisoning or the results of toxicological analysis showed that 
the the poison content is far less than fatal concentration. Concerned with this issue, in the very early stage of 
cantharidin poisoning, negaitive pathological evidence and toxicological analysis can be detected in cases of 
sudden death. Consequently, a profitable method to resolve difficulties was the detection of cardiac biomarkers 
which may predict organ damages. And the application of biomarkers in the postmortem diagnosis of acute 
myocardial damage caused by cantharidin poisoning will be provide an objective basis for decision making in 
forensic idientification work.

Estimation of postmortem interval (PMI) is one of the challenges in forensic science, especially in the poi-
sonous cases, the homicidal cases of cantharidin poisoning are much inconspicuous, which have brought quite 
difficulty to crack the criminal case and the analysis of the PMI is the key to hunting for clue. And previous 
studies showed that cardiac biomarkers can be used to determine the  PMI9–11. Overall, it is essential to explore 
the biomarkers which may be used for the postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury and 
PMI estimation in cantharidin poisoning.

Troponin T (TN-T) is the major biomarker in the clinical diagnosis of acute myocardial  injury12, the use of 
TN-T in the postmortem diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac death have been proved 
by some previous  studies13,14. Previous findings suggest that cardiac troponins are specific markers of myocardial 
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damage and elevated postmortem blood TN-T levels may be indicative of the severity of myocardial damage from 
various causes of death at the time of  death15. What is more, many previous studies have evaluated the potential 
forensic use of TN-T to determine the PMI in deaths of different  causes16. However, the sensitivity and specialty 
of TN-T in the postmortem diagnosis of myocardial injury and the relationship between TN-T and PMI estima-
tion are  controversial13–18. So that it is necessary to verify whether the TN-T can be used for the postmortem 
diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury and explore possible serum biomarkers which can be used 
for postmortem diagnosis and PMI estimation. The results of our previous study on the pathological changes of 
cantharidin-treated rat hearts showed that ischemia and hypoxia were the main  changes19. Through the literature 
retrieval, we found that the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and hypoxia inducible 
factor-1α (HIF-1α) were related to the ischemic and hypoxic changes in myocardium. Previous studies showed 
that hypoxia is a stimulator for VEGF expression and HIF-1α is a major regulator for oxygen  homeostasis20,21; 
What is important, HIF-1α pathway and VEGF pathway are the important mechanisms during the hypoxia or 
ischemia have been proved by previous  studies22,23. So that the expression of HIF-1α and its downstream gene 
VEGF may play an important role in the changes of hypoxia and ischemia related to cantharidin poisoning. And 
we found that the expression of VEGF and HIF-1α were positively related with TN-T and myocardial demage 
area in our previous  study24. Based on these evidences, we aim to evaluate the role of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α 
in postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury and PMI estimation in this study.

To explore the biomarkers of myocardial injury in rats after cantharidin poisoning, we observed the postmor-
tem pathological changes of rat hearts and detected the expression of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α in rat serum at 
different postmortem intervals, followed by analyzing the postmortem diagnostic adequacy of TN-T, VEGF and 
HIF-1α and the relationship between biomarkers and postmortem interval in our present study.

Methods
Experimental animals and protocols. Cantharidin was purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Bio-chem 
Technology Co., Ltd (Shanghai China) and suspended in sodium carboxymethyl cellulose solution by ultra-
sound. Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats weighing 200–230 g were maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle in a con-
trolled temperature (20–22 °C) and humidity (40%-50%) environment, which had unlimited access to food and 
water. Rats were acclimatized to the animal facility for a week and then used for next study. All animal protocols 
were performed in accordance with the guide for the care and use of laboratory animals published by the US 
National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85–23, revised 1996) and were approved by the Huazhong 
university of science and technology animal welfare committee.

Animal models used for postmortem diagnosis and PMI studies. Fifty-four male SD rats were 
randomly divided into control group (n = 24) and experimental group (n = 30). The rats in control were sacrificed 
by execution after administration under 3% pentobarbital, and rats in experimental group were administrated 
cantharidin (4 mg/kg) suspension by method of intragastric and all rats died spontaneously within 6 h. Then, 
all death rats were stored in an environment with constant temperature and humidity (20 °C temperature, rela-
tive humidity of 50%). The rats in each group were randomly divided into six groups based on the time of heart 
sample and cardiac blood collection: 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and 168 h after death (n = 4 in control group and 
n = 5 in experimental group).

Hematoxylin–eosin(HE ) staining. HE staining was conducted according to the routine protocols. The 
steps are as follows: after deparaffinization and rehydration, 4 μm longitudinal sections were stained with hema-
toxylin solution for 5 min followed by few seconds in 1% acid ethanoland and rinsed in distilled water. Then 
the sections were stained with eosin solution for 2 min and followed by dehydration with graded alcohol and 
clearing in xylene. The mounted slides were then examined and photographed using microscope after  drying24.

Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The rat TN-T ELISA kit (JYM0646Ra), rat VEGF 
ELISA Kit (JYM0634Ra) and rat HIF-1α ELISA Kit ( JYM0271Ra) were purchased by Wuhan colorful gene 
biological technology Co., ltd (Wuhan China). The procedure for the determination of TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α 
concentration in rat serum was followed by the Sandwich-ELISA  method24.

Data analysis. Results are shown as mean ± SEM. Multiple comparisons between groups were analyzed by 
ANOVA. Correlation analysis used Pearson correlation analysis, ROC curve was used to evaluate the postmor-
tem diagnostic adequacy, and linear regression analysis used regression statistics. A value of P < 0.05 was consid-
ered significant. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS19.0.

Results
Pathological changes of rat hearts. Figure 1 showed the postmortem pathological changes of rat hearts 
in different time intervals of control group (Panel A1-A6) and cantharidin poisoning group (Panel B1-B6). Cyto-
plasm dissolution was found in all groups, unclear transverse striation of myocardial fiber was found in group of 
48 h and 72 h in control, the nuclear were karyolysis and disappeared in 168 h in control. Myocardial contraction 
band necrosis, inflammatory cell infiltration and hemorrhage in the subendocardial were observed in group of 
6 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h in cantharidin poisoning group while these changes were difficult to identify in group 
of 72 h and 168 h. Panel B-6 shows the nucleus is completely dissolved and the cell structure disappears in the 
hearts of cantharidin-treated rats.
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Figure 1.  Postmortem pathological changes of rat hearts (bar = 50 μm, at 200 × magnification). (A1–A6) The postmortem 
pathological changes of rat hearts in control group and no abnormality was found in control group besides the change of 
cytoplasm dissolution in myocardium; (B1–B6) The postmortem pathological changes of rat hearts in cantharidin poisoning 
group, eosinophilic increased in cytoplasm (black cycle), degeneration, necrosis and the fusion of focal degeneration in 
myocardium (black asterisk), hemorrhagic foci in cardiac muscle (black arrow) and infiltration of inflammatory cells in 
myocardium (white arrow).
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Postmortem changes of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α. Firstly, we analyzed the total expression of TN-T, 
VEGF and HIF-1α in all time intervals between control group and experimental group, Fig. 2A showed that 
the TN-T expression in experimental group was significantly increased compared with the control (P = 0.004), 
and we did not observe any significant differences between the two groups in expression of VEGF (Fig. 2B) and 
HIF-1α (Fig. 2C). Then we further analyzed the trends of postmortem changes of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α; The 
expression of TN-T showed a increase tendency in experiment compared with the control in each time interval 
and statistically significant difference was found in group of 72 h (P = 0.015); And the TN-T expression in each 
time interval between the groups pointed to no tendency of changes with time. (Fig. 2D). Figure 2E showed 
that the postmortem expression of VEGF in control was stable, while statistically significant differences were 
found in expermental group and the VEGF expression in group of 48 h and 72 h were all significantly decreased 
compared with the group of 12 h, 168 h respectively (all P value < 0.05); We also found that the VEGF expression 
in experimental was significantly increased in the time interval of 168 h after death compared with the control 
(P = 0.035). And VEGF expression both in control and experimental presented on trends in consistency, which 
reduced first then increased, and the valleys of them were at the time interval of 48 h (Fig. 2E). The postmortem 
HIF-1α expression in control was also stable, but statistically significant differences were found respectively 
between the group of 168 h and 12 h, 24 h, 48 h in the experimental (all P value < 0.05); Moreover, the HIF-1α 
expression in experimental was significantly increased in the group of 72 h after death compared with the control 
(P = 0.046); The postmortem changes of HIF-1α both in control and experimental trended to stability within 
72 h, then after 72 h experienced the process of descending. (Fig. 2F).

Postmortem changes of VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α. We tried to get more infor-
mation for postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury using the data obtained from 
our study, the ratios of VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α were analyzed and showed in Fig. 3. 
Figure  3A indicated that the ratio of HIF-1α/TN-T was significantly decreased compared with the control 
(P = 0.024) while the ratios of VEGF/TN-T (Fig.  3B) and VEGF/HIF-1α (Fig.  3C) with no statistical differ-
ence between the two groups. Figure 3D–F showed that the tendency of postmortem changes of VEGF/TN-T, 
HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α in control were stable; And in experimental group, the ratio of VEGF/TN-T 
was stable within 72 h but the statistically significant difference (P = 0.007) was found between the group of 72 h 
and 168 h (Fig. 3D); The ratio of HIF-1α/TN-T was also stable among the all time intervals in experimental 
(Fig. 3E); Fig. 3F indicated that the ratio of VEGF/HIF-1α was stable within 72 h, and the ratio of VEGF/HIF-1α 
in group of 168 h was significantly increased compared with the other time intervals (all P value < 0.05). We 
further analyzed the changes of the ratios in each time interval between the groups and the statistical differences 
(all P value < 0.05) were found in the group of 72 h on the ratio of VEGF/TN-T and HIF-1α/TN-T; What is more, 
the statistical differences (all P value < 0.05) were also found in the group of 168 h on the ratio of HIF-1α/TN-T 
and VEGF/HIF-1α between the two groups. (Fig. 3D–F).

Figure 2.  Postmortem changes of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α (**, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05; #, compared with the 
cantharidin poisoning group, P < 0.05). (A–C) The difference of the postmortem expression of TN-T, VEGF 
and HIF-1α between the control group and cantharidin poisoning group respectivly; (D–F) The postmortem 
changes of TN-T, VEGF and HIF-1α in each time interval both in control and in cantharidin poisoning group 
respectively.
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Postmortem diagnostic adequacy. We created the ROC curve based on the observation of TN-T, VEGF, 
HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α to evaluate the postmortem diagnostic adequacy of 
them in cantharidin-induced myocardial injury. Figure 4A–F showed the ROC curve of TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, 
VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α respectively, the results suggested that TN-T and HIF-1α/
TN-T with higher diagnostic adequacy, and the area under the ROC curve of TN-T and HIF-1α/TN-T were 
0.7809(P = 0.004), 0.7037 (P = 0.0254) respectively.

Figure 3.  Postmortem changes of VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α (**, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05; #, 
compared with the cantharidin poisoning group, P < 0.05). (A–C) The difference of the ratios of VEGF/TN-T, 
HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α between the control group and cantharidin poisoning group respectivly; 
(D–F) The postmortem changes of the ratios of VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α in each time 
interval both in control and in cantharidin poisoning group respectively.

Figure 4.  A-F showed the ROC curve of TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α 
respectively.
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Estimation of postmortem interval. Based on the postmortem changes of the TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, 
VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α in rats cardiac blood, PMI estimation models were constructed 
based on the linear regression analysis and the results of them showed in Fig. 5. Figure 5A and D showed the lin-
ear regression equations were established between PMI and TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, 
VEGF/HIF-1α in control group and correlations were examined, the equations of them were Y = 0.1384*X + 212.8 
(P = 0.6143), Y = 0.1214*X + 246.4 (P = 0.6581), Y = − 0.7831*X + 2,352 (P = 0.7787), Y = − 0.0005427*X + 1.272 
(P = 0.7959), Y = − 0.01808*X + 12.33 (P = 0.3771), Y = 0.0001088* X + 0.1145 (P = 0.6306) respectively. The 
linear regression equations between PMI and TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, VEGF/
HIF-1α in experimental were as follows: Y = 0.1389*X + 256.0 (P = 0.6275), Y = 0.4487*X + 223.6 (P = 0.0785), 
Y = -5.339*X + 2,270 (P = 0.0817), Y = 0.001067*X + 0.9604 (P = 0.4600), Y = − 0.03286*X + 10.54 (P = 0.1406), 
Y = 0.0007881*X + 0.1120 (P = 0.0135) (Fig. 5B and E). These results suggested that VEGF/HIF-1α with potential 
value in the estimation of the PMI in experimental group, and when we further studied these data of all rats 
in the control and expermental (Fig. 5C and F), we also found that evidence for the potential value of VEGF/
HIF-1α in the estimation of the PMI, and the regression equation was Y = 0.0004970*X + 0.1131 (P = 0.0182).

Discussion
Postmortem pathological changes of rat hearts. In forensic identification work, the diagnosis of 
cantharidin-induced myocardial injury is usually dependent on the histopathologic examination. However, 
experience shows that pathological changes can change over time due to the autolysis of heart after death. In 
our present study, myocardial contraction band necrosis, inflammatory cell infiltration and hemorrhage in the 
subendocardial were observed in cantharidin-treated rats within 48 h after death while these changes were dif-
ficult to identify due to the autolysis of myocardium 72 h after death. Consequently, to explore the biomarkers of 
myocardial injury in rats after cantharidin poisoning may be a solution to the problem.

Postmortem changes in TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, VEGF/HIF-1α and appli-
cation for postmortem diagnosis. In our present study, the higher expression of TN-T were found in 
rats died of cantharidin poisoning and TN-T levels were stable in each time interval after death, which suggested 
TN-T is a potential postmortem biomarker of mycardial injury induced by cantharidin poisoning. Most previ-
ous studies focused on the diagnostic role of postmortem TN-T in patients with acute myocardial infarction 
or sudden cardiac death and found the elevation of TN-T expression may depend on the severity of ischemic 
myocardial  damage13,14,25, which was consisted with the result of the current study. Moreover, our data showed 
that the TN-T levels in postmortem remained stable for up to 168 h after death, which is over the 48 h reported 
in previous. However, the accuracy and specificity of TN-T expression in postmortem diagnosis with some 
 controversy16,18, and the results of the ROC curve in our study showed that the diagnostic accuracy of TN-T was 
78.09% which confirmed previous foundings on TN-T is a specific and useful cardiac biomarker for postmortem 
diagnosis of myocardial injury.

Variations in total expression of VEGF within 168 h after death between in control and in experimental 
were not found but it presented an increased trend in our study, the difference of VEGF expression between the 
two groups was only found in the group of 168 h. The results of previous studes on VEGF expression in human 

Figure 5.  PMI estimation models. (A–C) showed the linear regression equations between PMI and TN-T, 
VEGF, HIF-1α in control group, cantharidin poisoning group and total respectively; (D–F) showed the 
linear regression equations between PMI and VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, VEGF/HIF-1α in control group, 
cantharidin poisoning group and total respectively.
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myocardial tissue showed that no statistical differences for expression were detected while VEGF gene expres-
sion in body fluids were found at PMI periods of over 12 h; However, our data suggested that the postmortem 
changes of VEGF protein expression in cardiac blood experienced the process of descending then ascending and 
the valley value was in the group of 48 h; As mentioned above, we think that the postmortem changes of VEGF 
may be depends on the cause of death and methods of  detection26,27.

Our present study indicated that postmortem changes of HIF-1α expression was stable both in control and 
experimental within 72 h after death. The HIF-1α levels in experimental group was decreased 48 h after death 
and the differences was found in the group of 72 h compared with control; which was supported by the foundings 
of Fais P et al. that HIF-1α expression was gradually decreased in samples collected 4–5 days after death and it 
was not detected 8–9 days after  death28. So that the postmortem diagnostic role of HIF-1α need more long-term 
observation over 168 h after death to more accurate conclusions.

The results of postmortem changes in VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α showed that HIF-1α/
TN-T may be a cardiac biomarker for postmortem diagnosis of myocardial injury with the 70.37% diagnostic 
accuracy; And we also found that all of the ratios were stable in control after death in each time interval; while 
the ratios of VEGF/TN-T and VEGF/HIF-1α were increased over 72 h after death in experimental, and the 
postmortem diagnostic role of them also need more long-term observation to evaluate. What is important, we 
found that the study on diagnostic role of the ratios is not mentioned in previous.

In this section, we found that TN-T and HIF-1α/TN-T are cardiac biomarkers for postmortem diagnosis of 
cantharidin-induced myocardial injury, and other biomarkers have potiencial value in the postmortem diagnosis 
in different time intervals after death. These interesting results may provide forensic pathologists with a reference 
to the postmoterm diagnosis of myocardial injury; And we hope that with more long-term observation and the 
verification of these biomarkers in other types of myocardial injury, the biomarkers in our study could be used 
in the postmorterm diagnosis of myocardial injury in future.

Association between TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, VEGF/HIF-1α and 
PMI. PMI estimation remains a challenge in the forensic identification due to the lack of efficient methods. 
As we know, forensic protein technology has been used to estimate the PMI for many years; and many previous 
studies focused on the postmortem degradation of TN-T and its association with PMI. Kumar et al.29 found that 
the degradation of TN-T in cardiac tissue samples with respect to time in deaths of mycardical infraction, burn, 
electrocution, control, poisoning and asphyxia. However, in our present study, the postmortem TN-T expres-
sion in cardiac blood both in control group and experimental group were stable and regression analysis results 
revealed no significant relationship between TN-T and PMI. There are multiple possible reasons for discrepant 
results between previous study and current study, such as the rate of fragmentation of TN-T in different samples, 
the cause of death, temperature, and so  on13–18,29.

Our data in present study indicated that the postmortem changes of VEGF both in control and experimental 
experienced the process of descending then ascending and especially in experimental groups that the the levels 
of VEGF started to increase after 12 h PMI and decreased with PMI up to 48 h, then increased linearly with 
PMI up to 168 h; and results of previous  studies27,30 also showed that the time-course of VEGF expression with 
tissue-specific differences. So that the regression analysis results revealed no significant relationship between 
VEGF and PMI. Based on the present data, the model uncover the non-linear relationship between VEGF and 
PMI can be built in further study which will provide a reference for the PMI estimation in forensic identification.

Regression analysis results revealed no significant relationship between HIF -1α and PMI within the 168 h 
after death both in control and experimental. In our present study, we found that the postmortem changes of 
HIF-1α was consistent with previous study that HIF-1α expression was gradually decreased 4–5 days after  death28; 
However, HIF-1α protein expression as a new marker for PMI estimation in human gingival tissue was confirmed 
in previous study and the results of the study suggested HIF1α is a promising biomarker for distinguishing deaths 
that have occurred within 1 week from those that occurred more than 1 week ago; So that much more long-term 
observation of HIF-1α expression in our further study will help us to explain the difference between previous 
study and our current study.

Regression analysis results revealed a significant relationship between VEGF/HIF-1α and PMI while no 
significant relationships between VEGF/TN-T and PMI, HIF-1α/TN-T and PMI in experimental group. These 
data indicated that the ratio of VEGF/HIF-1α appears to be a useful method of estimating the PMI up to 168 h 
in forensic identification. But regression analysis results revealed no significant relationships between VEGF/
TN-T and PMI, HIF-1α/TN-T and PMI, VEGF/HIF-1α and PMI.

Based on the above founding, we further analyzed the association between TN-T, VEGF, HIF-1α, VEGF/
TN-T, HIF-1α/TN-T, VEGF/HIF-1α and PMI by using linear regression analysis and the results revealed a sig-
nificant relationship between VEGF/HIF-1α and PMI regardless of cause of death. This finding is an encouraging 
discovery really immediately that VEGF/HIF-1α promises to be a biomarker to estimate PMI regardless of cause 
of death; However, this finding needs to be verified by larger sample in further study.

Conclusions
In summary, these results in present study suggested that plasma levels of TN-T and HIF-1α/TN-T are cardiac 
biomarkers with higher diagnostic accuracy for postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury; 
VEGF/HIF-1α promises to be a biomarker for PMI estimation. Although further verification studies are required, 
these results seem to be encouraging and demonstrate that these biomarkers may have a high potential for being 
a useful tool in postmortem diagnosis of cantharidin-induced myocardial injury, and PMI estimation.
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